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REPETITION REVOLUTION

Patrick Turk, “Enraptured by each others beauty, Beatrice and Celia became distracted by looking deeply and
lovingly into one another’s eyes. As the day passed into night, the intensity of their gaze began enabling them to
achieve a psychic bridge, fusing them, mind and body, into a singular super being.”, 2011 cut paper collage on
illustration board, 5″x7″

Local artist Patrick Turk’s work goes beyond your basic vision’s ability. His pieces merge
color, imagery, history, and more in order to create something otherworldly. Armed with
scissors, hundreds of pages, and a wild imagination, Turk turns to his passion of repetition
and new creation to make each piece a unique collaboration of images and movement. Call
it a wonderland of mystery or a visual take on the chopped and screwed DJ style with a
vintage hinge. Turk’s work offers the viewer a chance to see something different in each
nook and cranny. Spend some time and get lost in his work, allowing your eye to shift
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across the kaleidoscope of his creations. FPH had the opportunity to speak with Turk about
his artistic travels.
HO W DID YO U DEVELO P YO UR CO LLAGE STYLE? HO W DO CO LO RS CO M E
INTO PLAY?
I originally got into collage because it was a new and portable way to make art. I had been
drawing and painting a lot before then. Even my painting style is very elaborate and slightly
psychedelic and that definitely translated to my collages. As time goes on, I try to continue
pushing my work forward into more unique and surprising areas. Color is super important
to my work and a huge part of my compositional decisions. Colors have huge emotional
and associative properties in themselves; I just try to use them intuitively.
YO U TAKE PIECES AND IM AGES FRO M EVERYTHING FRO M SCIENCE TO O LD
W ESTERN IM AGES TO SPACE. W E ZIP AROUND DIFFERENT TIM E PERIO DS.
THO SE PIECES O F CO LLAGE HAVE DISTINCT CO LO RS AS W ELL. W HAT DO ES
THE USE O F DIFFERENT ERAS M EAN TO YO UR W O RK?
When I go looking for imagery it’s usually more about things that have good color and
movement. Because I create lines through a repetition of imagery, I have to find things that
will look good overlapping each other over and over again. In collage, it can be difficult to
obtain a broad color palette because you can’t just mix it like paint; you have to find what
you need. Color and movement aside, I think that it’s the style of the work that I am
attracted to. I like anatomical illustration because of the scientific precision employed in
creating it. The sci-fi, western, prehistoric, etc. material I use is not necessarily about the
time periods they reflect but more about the era that those images were being produced
in. The book cover and magazine illustrations being produced in the ‘30s – ‘60s tend to be
among my favorite. I guess I am more interested in the imagery than creating an actual
narrative associated with the historical relevance of those images.
THE SENSE O F PERCEPTIO N IS ALSO PLAYED UPO N IN YO UR W O RK. W HAT
ARE SO M E O F THE W AYS YO U LIKE TO DISPLAY YO UR W O RKS THAT ALTER
THIS PERCEPTIO N?
I have been gravitating more and more to the idea of adding sound, movement, and light
elements to my work. I want the work to shimmer and move and never be static. To have a
life of its own even.
HO W HAS YO UR EXPERIENCE AS A RESIDENT AT LAW NDALE ART CENTER
BEEN?
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It’s been really fantastic so far. The studios and building themselves are great and working
with everyone on the Lawndale staff has been amazing. They are really supportive, and the
studio program as a whole I think really encourages productivity and creation.
PLEASE TELL M E ABOUT ONE OF THE M OST CHALLENGING SERIES OR
SHO W S YO U HAVE HAD IN YO UR CAREER.
“The Time Travel Research Institute Presents:” was definitely the most challenging show I’ve
done. Everything about the work was new and experimental. In a short amount of time, I
had to do a lot of research on the time periods I was working with and I also had to develop
new techniques for nearly every element of the work. Prior to that show, everything I had
done was two-dimensional collages on canvas or panel. That show incorporated threedimensional collage, LEDs, wood, motors, and magnifying lenses. I had a good deal of help
from my friend, Tom Ebersole, with all of the lights and electronics.
IF YOU COULD TRAVEL TO ANY TIM E PERIOD, W HICH ONE W OULD IT BE?
Currently, when I time travel I always end up in the future. I think I like the idea of
unhappened realities better than finished realities.
IN A W AY, YOU CREATE A UNIVERSE OUT OF YOUR W ORK FOR US TO LIVE
IN. W HAT KIND OF ELEM ENTS GO INTO THE UNIVERSE AND W HAT DOES THE
SCENERY LO O K LIKE?
I can create a universe out of my work. Some of the processes are still in an experimental
stage, but more and more I am focusing on not solely what that universe would look like.
Also what it would do for all of the other senses as well. I’d like the work to become
extremely immersive. I want the viewer to also be hearing, feeling, and smelling the work.
And then, of course, will be the hurdle of the great intangible “sixth sense.” Anyway, I think I
would be most happy to create work that could result in synesthesia, like this work feels
purple and looks like bird’s songs.
- MEGHAN HENDLEY

